Midreshet Tzvia, the new seminary
in Jerusalem, inspires religious women by
creating a unique synthesis of intensive Torah
learning, strengthened Zionist values and
spiritual Self-Expression.
For the past thirty years Tzvia schools have
raised generations of successful religious women
educated in over twenty high schools throughout
Israel. The principles of Rav Kook and the ideals
of Religious Zionism, Torah, Halakha, and secular
studies are all taught through the prism of
Kedushat Eretz Yisrael. The Tzvia Yitziratit track
combines this dedication to academic excellence
with opportunities for students to develop their
natural talents in dance, music and fine arts.
Midreshet Tzvia has drawn on the experience
and full support of the Tzvia network of schools
to create an exciting, new and unique program
connecting each student to the Torah, Land and
People of Israel. The young women who will be
a part of Midreshet Tzvia will be immersed in a
year of Excellence, Integration and Creativity.

The year in Israel is about creating the portrait of
the Jewish woman you would like to develop into.
This picture is not a one-dimensional photograph,
but a textured, multi-faceted mosaic.
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The Midrasha is located in the heart of Jerusalem, in Ramat Eshkol,
minutes away from the Old City, Meah Shearim and the Central bus station.
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Midreshet Tzvia
Torah, Zionism and Creativity

Excellence

Integration

Creativity



Hebrew - Lashon Hakodesh, is fundamental to learning
Torah and encountering Jewish life in Israel. A Hebrew track
of classes will be offered for those with a strong background
in the language, while Ulpan will be provided for those in the
English track who wish to work on their reading comprehension
and conversation skills

Miriam led the women in song and dance on the shores of Yam Suf.
Betzalel sculpted the kelim of the mishkan with intricate beauty. King
David was moved to write the poetry of Tehillim. Religious expression
is not only through Torah and Mitzvot. Tzvia will facilitate the complete
educational experience which will enable each student to emerge
empowered and enlightened           

Courses in Torah, Toshb”a, Halakha and Jewish
Philosophy, as well as Zionism, Jewish History and
Current Events



Mifgashim - joint programming with a core group of Israeli
girls from the local Tzvia high school, including extracurricular
activities, shabbatonim and tiyulim allowing the girls to forge
long-lasting friendships



מחֹול
ָ בְתֹף ּו
ּ ,הלְלּוהּו
ַ - dance and creative movement in our own
dance studio





Multiple tracks for different levels and backgrounds



Israel Through the Lens - year long photography course with
professional photographer

‘Out of the classroom’ learning such as “Tiyul with
a Tanach” and “The Coffee House Book Club”,
where selected texts are discussed in a cozy
atmosphere over lattes



Graphic Design lessons taught in our own computer labs





Fine Arts studio led by a renowned Jewish artist



Creative writing workshops with published authors



Video editing and film making



Intellectually stimulating classes from world
renowned educators



Vibrant, dynamic teachers will inspire you with an
intensity and passion for learning



Seder time to develop and hone skills for self-study



Our staff of professional and inspiring educators have taught in many
high schools in America as well as seminaries and universities in Israel.
Rabbi Avi Baumol; Mrs. Geula Twersky;
Rabbi Dr. Jeffrey Woolf; Rav Menachem Leibtag;
Ms. Meechal Greenblum; Mrs. Rena Spolter; Rabbi Doniel Goldstein;
Dr. Tamara Spitz; Rav Efraim Grinfeld; Harav Eitan Eizman.
www.tzvia.org  917-460-2569 (US direct)



Chessed - students will take time from their schedules to
go out into the surrounding community and bring their unique
talents and abilities to help out those in need of assistance
Fascinating weekly guest lectures on current events from
the personalities who are shaping Israel’s political and
religious landscape

Rabbi Avi Baumol (Rosh Midrasha)
has inspired students of all ages over the past eighteen years.
In high schools, seminaries and Yeshivot, Rabbi Baumol has instructed,
guided and developed long-lasting relationships with each individual in the
U.S., Canada and Israel. Before making aliya, Rabbi Baumol served as
Rabbi of Congregation Schara Tzedeck in Vancouver. Recently, Rabbi Baumol
published his first book entitled, The Poetry of Prayer: Tehillim in Tefillah.
rbaumol@tzvia.org  972-50-595-4590

Mrs. Geula Twersky (Menahelet)
has been a teacher of Torah for over two decades. Prior to her Aliyah
in 2006 Geula worked as an educator, staff developer, and curriculum
writer for the SAR Academy in Riverdale. Geula is currently a lecturer
in Shaalvim for Women in Jerusalem. Geula was recognized by the
Israeli government for excellence in art, and was featured in a special
Knesset exhibit.
gtwersky@tzvia.org  972-54-234-4143

